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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Innovative Broadband Bonding™ Solutions with Mushroom 

Networks 

Mushroom Networks Expands Reach of Innovative Broadband Bonding™ Solutions through 

Reseller Partnership with Select Telecom  

Westchester County, NY – April 4, 2013.  Select Telecom will resell Mushroom Networks’ Truffle and 

other cost-effective and time saving telecom networking solutions to businesses in New York, New 

Jersey and Connecticut. 

Mushroom Networks, Inc., innovators of Broadband Bonding technology, has announced a reseller 

partnership with Select Telecom, a leading provider of custom telecom and broadband solutions for 

businesses. Select Telecom is providing Mushroom Networks’ patent pending solutions to the Northeast 

region including the tri-state area of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, giving businesses access to 

fast and cost-effective broadband, redundant service and business continuity and disaster recovery 

solutions. 

“Select Telecom is working with Mushroom Networks to offer businesses Broadband Bonding as an 

alternative technology for high bandwidth at a much lower cost,” said Michael Durante, president of 

Select Telecom. “It was immediately clear to our team that the technology would further enhance our 

+99% customer satisfaction track record. Businesses can achieve lower networking costs and if a line 

goes down, the diversified connections ensure redundancy and disaster preparedness, features that are 

especially important in light of the recent storms in the Northeast such as Superstorm Sandy.” 

Select Telecom was a key partner in the recent implementation of Mushroom Networks’ Truffle 

appliances at New York-based real estate broker Houlihan Lawrence to replace their expensive and slow 

MPLS network with Truffle. Truffle is a WAN virtualization appliance that leverages virtual leased lines 

(VLLs) and Broadband Bonding, a technique that melds various numbers of Internet broadband lines into 

a single connection. Houlihan Lawrence is using Truffle appliances to interconnect its 25 branch offices 

and corporate headquarters and establish a fully-redundant solution with automated failover for their 

data and VOIP (Voice over IP) services, that strengthens its business continuity initiative. 

The fast-tracked roll-out of Truffle was quick and simple. In addition, Houlihan Lawrence has cut its 

telecom costs in half and its wide area network (WAN) speeds are about 75 times faster than before 

since it began using Truffle. 
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About Select Telecom 

Select Telecom, Inc. has been a leading Valhalla, New York based provider of telecommunication 

solutions since 1996. Offering unmatched expertise in designing custom communications solutions to 

lower costs and improve productivity for clients, the company’s top priority is quality service 24/7/365. 

Select Telecom provides equipment, installation and service for VoIP business telephone systems, voice 

and data cabling, IP and digital video surveillance systems, video conferencing solutions, and hosted 

IP/PBX systems. For more information, please visit www.select-tele.com or call 914-761-1313.  

About Mushroom Networks 

Mushroom Networks, Inc., is a privately held company based in San Diego, CA, providing patent pending 

Broadband Bonding solutions to a range of Internet connection applications. The company’s flagship 

product line serves SMBs, enterprises, multi-tenant buildings, and broadband service providers and 

bonds dissimilar broadband access technologies forming a single highly reliable broadband pipe that can 

easily scale based on needs. Mushroom Networks was a finalist for the coveted 2012 San Diego Business 

Journal Innovation Award, XCHANGE Tech Innovators Xcellence Award, 2007 CONNECT® ‘Most 

Innovative New Product’ award, 2008 CONNECT® ‘Most Innovative New Product’ award, Network 

World’s “top technology trend of 2008″ award, and nominated for the best investment opportunity 

within the fixed telecom sector by Telecom Council of Silicon Valley. For more information, please visit 

www.mushroomnetworks.com or call 858-452-1031. 
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